DISCLAIMER: Participants, family, and spectators engaging in team sports and activities
related to team sports do so with knowledge of the risk and potential exposure involved
and agree to accept any and all inherent risks to their personal health.

BAGS LEAGUE AT
RIVER PLACE PLAZA
2021
Standings are determined by games won or lost, not matches. Awards will go to top teams in each division. Ties will be broken first head
to head competition, secondly by point spread amongst tied teams. In the event of questionable weather call the Cedar Falls Recreation
Info line at 319-243-2718.

1. Rib’s Revenge
2. Vallejo & Collin
3. Manfull & Erickson
4. Super Giant Rocket Launchers
5. Majestic Cornholers
6. Doug & Oz

I.

Eligibility
1.

II.
1.
2.
3.

III.

Submit Results to League Supervisor
Tuesday, June 15
A
B
6:40
1–2
4–3
7:30
5–6
4–1
Tuesday, June 22
A
6:40
6–4
7:30
3–1

B
2–5
2–6

Tuesday, June 29
A
6:40
4–5
7:30
1–6

B
3–2
5–3

B
1–6

Tuesday, July 20
A
6:40
5–1
7:30
2–4

B
6–3

A team must have 2 players to start a game at the start time of their game.
If a team does not have at least two players by the scheduled start time of their first
game, then they will forfeit their first game of their best of 3 series for that night.
If your team still is unable to get two players 10 minutes after the scheduled start
time, then you forfeit the entire set of games for that night.

Sportsmanship
1.

2.
3.
4.

IV.

Managers are responsible for the conduct of their team and should keep players
informed of schedules, rules, postponements, and make-up schedules. Please
recruit players that can remain within the sportsmanship guidelines.
Smoking is allowed in designated areas only
Park only in designated areas
Supervisors have the authority to eject players. Any player ejected from a game
must leave Playing Facility and will automatically be suspended for at least the
next scheduled match. Any players ejected twice will be suspended for the
remainder of the season

Gameplay Rules
1.

Two teams of two people. Partners stand at opposite boards on the same side from
the perspective of a third person, and face each other so there is no advantage
given to one team. Players switch sides of the boards between games.
2. The boards are placed 27 feet apart from each other (measuring point begins at the
front edge of each board).
3. Each team shall have 4 bags of one color. Teams can bring their own official bags
if preferred.
4. All 8 bags begin at one end.
5. One of the partners on the team shall begin play by throwing a bag at the opposite
board.
6. A player may throw from anywhere behind the front of the board they are
throwing from.
7. Game continues by alternating throws between the two opponent players until all 8
bags have been thrown.
8. If a bag hits the ground then bounces onto the board, that bag shall be taken off the
playing surface before the next player throws.
9. The next round starts when the player from the opposing team makes their first
throw.
10. The game continues until one team reaches 21. If you go over 21, your team goes
back to 13.

No bags Tuesday July 6
Tuesday, July 13
A
6:40
3–2
7:30
4–5

Players may participate with only one Cedar Falls Recreation Division Team.

Forfeits

V.

Scoring
1.
2.

LEAGUE STANDINGS
UPDATED WEEKLY AT
http://www.cedarfalls.com/leaguestandings
3.
4.
5.

The score shall be taken after all bags have been thrown for a round.
Points shall be given as follows:
3 points: A bag that goes through the hole.
1 point: A bag that is on the playing surface.
1 point: A bag that is hanging off the edge but not touching the ground.
0 points: A bag that is on the playing surface, but also touching the ground.
0 points: A bag that is hanging off of the front edge and is resting on another
bag that is on the ground (unless the bag on the ground can be removed
without making the hanging bag fall to the ground, then 1 point is given.
The team with the highest round score adds the difference of the two scores to
their game score.
The team who wins is given the right to throw first in the next round.
If both teams have the same round score, then the game score stays the same and
honors stays with the team who had it the previous round.

